Sector-specific data feeds

Discover a better way to generate alpha
As an SNL subscriber, you have access to the insights SNL's sector experts have accumulated over the past 20+ years. Tap into exclusive financial data, news and analytics, online, cross-linked and in real time. Talk to one of our sector specialists. Read the white papers SNL analysts publish, along with “go-to” reports that are eagerly awaited by industry insiders.

**Find new correlations and unlock hidden value in complex business sectors with SNL’s quant-focused feeds.**

**Go granular. Each sector’s unique metrics are at your command.**

In complex business sectors like banking, insurance, financial services, real estate, energy and media & communications, the forces that drive stock value are often embedded in metrics specific to each industry. Only SNL Financial breaks out these metrics in granular fields using in-depth, sector-specific analysis. While generalist data providers skim the surface, SNL takes a “deep dive” into each sector that we cover. We aggregate data from fragmented sources. We go beyond basic financial data, collecting memo items and supplemental financial schedules to present the most complete and relevant picture of a company and industry.

**Banking – Credit quality**

Performance in the banking industry involves sector-specific balance sheet ratios such as deposit mix, loan mix, capital adequacy and credit quality, along with operational metrics such as net interest margin and non-interest income.

**Statutory Insurance – Investment details**

Companies report limited data in their quarterly statements, so SNL adds value by adjusting year-end data according to a company’s acquisitions/dispositions for fields such as Conditional Fair Value, Actual Cost, Aggregate Par Value of Bonds and Shares Owned.

**Real Estate – NAV, AFFO and more**

SNL includes real estate sector-specific metrics such as FFO and AFFO and Same-Store NOI, detailed fields for Geographic Exposure Analysis & Portfolio Aggregates, NAV estimates and portfolio aggregate data.

**SNL experts make you an industry insider.**

As an SNL subscriber, you have access to the insights SNL's sector experts have accumulated over the past 20+ years. Tap into exclusive financial data, news and analytics, online, cross-linked and in real time. Talk to one of our sector specialists. Read the white papers SNL analysts publish, along with “go-to” reports that are eagerly awaited by industry insiders.
SNL Unlimited Data Feed Features

**Depth**
Historical fundamental data for 20+ years and 80+ quarters.

**Content**
Access over 46,000 data points for public company financials, regulated industries, investment details, capital structure, capital offerings, mergers & acquisitions, branch data, REIT/REOC properties, power plants, coal mines, fuel deliveries and TV networks.

- Key identifiers such as CUSIP, ISIN, SEDOL and Ticker
- Separate originally reported and restated financial database for improved historical comparability and analysis
- International real estate data for more than 400 companies
- Historical and daily market data with prices, total returns, dividends and pricing ratios
- Over 30 types of SNL estimates and company earnings guidance with daily revisions
- Corporate data including officer and director data, executive compensation, company description and lines of business
- Credit ratings
- Source filing and database publish dates

**Frequency:** Daily

**Format & Delivery:** Text (data) and XML (news) via FTP

Only SNL guarantees data quality.

Better data helps you create more accurate models. SNL is the only data source that guarantees the accuracy and timeliness of its database. We gather financial data from multiple sources, scrub it for accuracy and present it in a standardized format for meaningful comparison. Drive your custom applications and focus on results without having to second-guess the data.

SNL Unlimited data feeds are delivered daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly. If one of our standard data feeds isn’t exactly what you need, SNL can help you build your own.

SNL Support: your own staff of sector consultants.

SNL gives clients all the training needed to use our data feeds, complemented by a team of experts and technical specialists available to answer questions around the clock. Our sector experts brief you on each industry, show you what to look for, monitor your data feeds and help you take advantage of our easy-to-use platform. It’s just like having your own team of sector consultants.

**BANKS & THRIFTS**
1,250+ public banks & thrifts, 20,000+ depository institutions, and 115,000+ bank branches, M&A, market data

**INSURANCE**
200+ public insurance companies, 15+ years of company fundamentals and exclusive statutory data, Schedule P analysis, Group data

**FINANCIAL SERVICES**
400+ SEC/Public companies, 22,000+ private companies, Form ADV data, Focus Reports, Mortgage Market Share, M&A

**EUROPEAN BANKS**
Coverage of 700 financial institutions in 40 European countries. Corporate and financial data, 200,000+ branches, capital structure, market data, country profiles and news

**REAL ESTATE**
750+ REITs and REOCs, 119,000+ properties, global coverage of 38+ countries, FFO, AFFO, & NAV

**ENERGY**
Asset-level, financial, regulatory and operational data on more than 3,200 electric utilities, 200+ natural gas companies, and 9,000+ coal, natural gas and renewables plants. M&A, Rate Case details, pricing, and fuel data sets

**MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS**
Public and private companies: studios, cable networks, MSOs, wireless/wireline, broadcast stations, internet-media. Sector benchmarks
POWER YOUR MODELS. SNL GUARANTEES ITS DATA.
SNL’s data feeds are delivered via an industry standard FTP service, as text (data) and XML (news) files, for seamless integration with your applications. Use SNL to power your quant models, custom applications and intranets. We guarantee our data and offer best-in-class technical support.

For a free trial, including online access, test file, consulting and support, contact:
Sales@SNL.com
866.296.3743